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Abstract
For peer-production projects to be successful, members must develop a specific and common language
that enables them to cooperate. We address the question of what factors affect the development of shared
language in open peer production communities? Answering this question is important because we want
the communities to be productive even when self-managed, which requires understanding how shared
language emerges. We examine this question using a structurational lens in the setting of a citizen science
project. Examining the use of words in the Gravity Spy citizen science project, we find that many words
are reused and that most novel words that are introduced are not picked up, showing reproduction of
structure. However, some novel words are used by others, showing an evolution of the structure.
Participants with roles closer to the science are more likely to have their words reused, showing the
mutually reinforcing nature of structures of signification, legitimation and domination.

Introduction
Peer production communities like Wikipedia, free/libre open source software (FLOSS) projects and
citizen science projects rely on voluntary contributions from members to succeed. For the project to be
successful, participants must learn to work together towards a common goal. A specific need is for
community members to develop a specific and common language to be able to cooperate (Crémer,
Garicano, and Prat 2007).
However, peer-production communities are often open, that is, having no formal barriers to entry limiting
who can join and contribute. As a result, communities can not require that members have formal
education or training that would provide an introduction to a specialized language. As well, members may
join at any time and few communities provide more than basic training for new members. The lack of
requirements stands in sharp contrast to traditional organizational arrangements. Employees are
carefully selected through screening processes such as interviews, background checks intended to evaluate
a candidate’s fit for the job. And once hired, an employee may undergo extensive training, sometimes
lasting months, which provides opportunities for learning the language.
Furthermore, participation in an open community is voluntary. Two characteristic of voluntary work are
unclear job requirements and limited organizational control over volunteers (Crowston 2011). In other
words, volunteers may face uncertainty about what they need to know and there are limited tools for a
community to require volunteers to act in particular ways, short of excluding those who do not.
Despite these challenges, many online communities have been very successful overall and specifically in
creating a shared language. Consider for example the many Wikipedia policies that guide editing and their
associated specialized terminology, such as the commonly-used acronym NPOV for “neutral point of view”
(Kriplean et al. 2007). Such norms help sustain the community and help participants to direct their efforts
(Arazy et al. 2015), but learning the meaning behind the terms is a barrier to entry for newcomers (e.g.,
Schneider et al. 2013).
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